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Abstract  

Consensus reporting is valuable for presenting unified scientific evidence to the public. When a 

consensus does not exist, I argue that scientists ought not to default to majority reporting in its 

place. Majority reporting has several epistemic drawbacks because it can obscure underlying 

justifications and lines of evidence, which may be in conflict or contested. I argue that minority 

reporting, in conjunction with majority reporting, is an epistemically superior mechanism for 

scientists to report on the full range of reasons and evidence available within a group. This paper 

addresses several objections, including worries over group cohesion, fringe reporting, and elite 

capture. 
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I. Introduction 

In large scientific groups, disagreements among members over how evidence ought to be 

gathered and interpreted are inevitable. In 2019, the Many Smiles Collaboration brought together 

21 labs from over 19 countries to test the facial feedback hypothesis—a controversial theory that 

posits that people’s emotional experiences are influenced by their facial expressions. The 

collaboration aimed to include many researchers working in the area so to achieve a picture of 

the whole field, but this meant that the collaboration included proponents of the facial feedback 

hypothesis, critics of the hypothesis, and those who did not have strong beliefs either way. Over 

several years, the study collected data from just under 4,000 participants and aimed to test the 

hypothesis in novel ways. The resulting paper was published in Nature Human Behavior and 

concluded that “a facial mimicry and voluntary facial action task could both amplify and initiate 

feelings of happiness” (Coles et al. 2022). While the collaborative process behind this paper may 

appear routine at first glance, the Many Smiles Collaboration is unique in its organization. The 

group had been explicitly designed from the outset to allow for the possibility that group 

members would not come to a consensus over the course of the study. The final manuscript 

“reflect[s] the majority opinion of the collaboration” and if there are substantial dissenting 

opinions over the method, analysis, or results, those dissents will be uploaded as supplements 

alongside the main results (see supplemental information in Coles et al. 2022 for details of the 

collaboration setup).
1
 

Collaborations like this challenge what is assumed about how a group ought to report on 

what it believes or knows.
2
 Even when group members disagree internally, it seems reasonable to 

rely on consensus building or majority reporting to present a unified external facing front. The 

readership of collaborative scientific articles has come to rely on consensus reporting as the 

default. It is commonly held that consensus reporting is valuable because it allows scientists to 

speak with one voice. Consensus building helps the group discover the most robust scientific 

                                                      
1
 No dissents were produced at the conclusion of the collaboration. All disagreements were 

sufficiently addressed in the main text of the paper (see Coles et al. 2023). 

2
 Social ontologists hotly debate the status of group beliefs and group knowledge. In the present 

paper, I will set these debates aside. If one is particularly averse to theorizing about group 

beliefs, one can make sense of this paper by substituting in group views or group claims. 
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evidence and this is considered important especially when interfacing with policymakers. When 

no consensus exists, groups often reach for the next best thing—majority reporting—while 

omitting any dissenting views altogether. 

Is consensus or majority reporting the best way to present the results of group inquiry? 

These issues are particularly salient given the rise of large-scale collaborations in all areas of 

science (Chawla 2019). While large collaborative groups had long been common in physics, 

many more fields have started to work in similarly large groups. For instance, the model of the 

Many Smiles Collaboration is part of a larger trend of large multi-lab international 

collaborations. The Many Primates Collaboration brings together a diverse group of scientists to 

study primate cognition (Many Primates 2019). The Many Babies Collaboration is a global 

project on developmental psychology (Byers-Heinlein 2020). Crucially, these collaborations are 

built with researchers with different and often conflicting theoretical and methodological 

commitments. The heterogeneity of these collaborations allows the group to directly address 

outstanding controversies and debates in their fields.
3
 But these large collaborations can also be 

rife with deep disagreements. What should a group do when a consensus does not emerge at the 

end of inquiry? 

Social epistemologists of science have studied how epistemic groups, in general, ought to 

report their results (Bright et al. 2018, Dang 2019) and similarly challenge the norm that 

scientific reports ought to represent a group consensus. In this paper, I will argue that scientific 

groups ought to publish minority reports alongside majority reports, in cases when a consensus 

does not exist. Allowing dissenting views to be published should not be seen as a failure of 

collaboration nor undermine trust in science. I will argue that minority reporting has several 

practical upshots in facilitating better science communication and in guiding the organization of 

large diverse collaborations. This paper will also present a social epistemic argument for 

minority reporting as an important mechanism in group inquiry. Majority reporting alone often 

obscures the underlying justifications and lines of evidence within the group, which may be in 

conflict or contested. A group can better report on its justifications and reasons if it can publish 

both a majority and minority report. While I do not present what a minority reporting publication 

                                                      
3
 One core aim of these collaborations is to allow for results to be replicated within the 

collaboration through multiple labs. 
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model
4
 will look like in practice, I do address several possible objections at the end of the paper, 

including worries over group cohesion, fringe reporting, and elite capture. 

 

II. Scientific Consensus and Dissent 

Scientific consensus plays a crucial role in public life. From the National Institute of 

Health (NIH) to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), scientific groups are 

counted on to formulate consensus statements to provide authoritative answers to disputed 

questions. For example, the IPCC has proceeded on the assumption that a scientific consensus is 

an essential tool for successful climate governance. Climate scientists’ ability to speak with one 

voice is viewed as an important defense against climate skeptics. Consensus is also considered 

essential to co-authorship in general. For instance, many authorship guidelines in scientific 

journals require that each author endorse all parts of a paper (e.g. ICMJE authorship guidelines) 

which essentially require that authors come to some consensus over the main claims reported in a 

paper. 

Philosophers of science have been interested in studying the role of consensus in the 

production of scientific knowledge (de Melo-Martín & Intemann 2014, Miller 2021). Consensus 

among epistemic agents of a community may be valuable as a mark of knowledge (Miller 2013) 

or a sign of successful reasoning (Beatty & Moore 2010). It also has important social value as a 

resource for public policy making. In the face of increasing science denialism, scientists are 

under pressure to present themselves as a united front to combat misinformation. However, the 

drive for consensus also has negative epistemic consequences, such as masking expert 

disagreement and obscuring value judgments (Beatty 2006). There exists widespread agreement 

among philosophers that dissent plays an important epistemic role in scientific communities (de 

Melo-Martín & Intemann 2018, Longino 1990), but philosophers also argue that some forms of 

                                                      
4
 One such minority reporting publication model can be seen in the Many Smiles project. 

Collaborators are given the option to write a minority report to be published as a supplement to 

the main paper if there is a substantial divergence in views. However, this model is not yet 

accepted by journals. What form a minority report will take may be dependent on the needs and 

contexts of each collaboration. Exploring these different publication models is beyond the scope 

of this present paper. 
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dissent are epistemically detrimental and carry no benefits (Biddle & Leuschner 2015). But in 

public discourse, dissensus among experts is often taken as a reason not to trust experts or 

science in general. Worryingly, there is evidence that even modest amounts of scientific dissent 

undermine public support for environmental policy (Aklin & Urpelainen 2014). 

While scientific consensus may be a useful tool when interfacing with policymakers and 

the public, consensus reporting has several important epistemic drawbacks and so should not be 

taken as the epistemic ideal of scientific groups. Consensus building often leads to a minimum of 

what can be accepted by everyone or the “lowest common denominator” (Beck et al. 2014), 

which may not be truly representative of what total evidence the group holds as a collective. 

Settling for the lowest common denominator can be epistemically costly in the long run. It leads 

to an informational loss, by discounting heterodox views, and could increase the chances of error 

and close off the pursuit of certain lines of inquiry. According to Oppenheimer et al. (2007), 

consensus building may downplay or exclude more extreme findings, which could be of help in 

understanding the entire complexity of the climate system. For example, the projected sea-level 

rise in the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) was well below the subsequent observations. This 

occurred because scientists compiling the report could not agree on how much would be added to 

sea-level rise by melting polar ice sheets, and so left out the data altogether to reach a 

“consensus.” 

To take the IPCC as a further example, consensus building obscures how members of the 

IPCC weigh risks and uncertainties. Climate models are complex and structural uncertainties are 

high. Scientists who express doubts are marginalized or defer to the majority view to preserve 

consensus. Individual differences, which may carry important information or evidence are 

washed out by consensus. By the very nature of the consensus-building process, the summary for 

policymakers is conservative (Anderson 2023). While skeptics argue that the consensus 

statements of the IPCC are alarmist, the IPCC is more likely to underestimate the effects of 

climate change (Biello 2007). However, given the IPCC’s consensus reporting process, it is 

difficult for non-members to assess how many scientists believe the effects of climate change to 

be much worse than what is reported. 

Consensus reporting does not help us access the reasoning process of groups. Consensus 

obfuscates the underlying reasonings of group members, especially when these reasons are 

diverse or are in conflict with each other. Consensus by its nature oversimplifies and dilutes the 
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complete range of reasons group members hold. Furthermore, consensus can also have other 

negative effects. Beck et al. (2014) have argued that by excluding a plurality of views and 

“focusing on consensus, the IPCC becomes vulnerable to criticism relating to issues where no 

consensus exists” (83). The denial or obfuscation of legitimate disagreement among experts then 

becomes fodder for climate denialists. 

These epistemic drawbacks of consensus reporting are not isolated to large scientific 

groups that have been convened to interface with policymakers. These problems extend to 

epistemic groups in general. When a group is comprised of diverse members with differing 

commitments, the group will need to come to a "lowest common denominator" to satisfy all 

members when co-authoring together. The larger the collaboration, the more likely the 

collaboration will need to flatten diverse lines of evidence within the group to achieve a 

consensus view. 

If our epistemic goal is to know what a group of scientists believes and their reasons and 

justifications for their beliefs, then we should not rely on consensus reporting. Disagreement is 

integral to the scientific process. Consensus reporting obfuscates the underlying reasonings of 

group members and the epistemically significant ways in which individuals within a group differ 

in how they interpret the evidence. If we want to evaluate the internal reasoning process of 

groups, we need to rely on a different type of reporting model, one that is sensitive to individual 

differences and diversity of attitudes within the group. 

It is tempting to replace consensus reporting with majority reporting. Rather than 

requiring all members to come to a consensus on what should be in a group report, the group can 

report on what a majority of members believe. When no consensus exists, majority reporting 

seems to be a reasonable alternative. Majority reporting can alleviate the “lowest common 

denominator” effect somewhat to find a position that is acceptable to a subset of members 

instead of everyone. However, I argue that majority reporting is only effective when combined 

with minority reporting because, without the corresponding minority report, the majority report 

alone can mispresent the full range of opinions within a group. 

 

III. Minority Reporting 

When a group cannot reach a consensus, instead of defaulting to a “lowest common 

denominator” consensus that obfuscates the underlying diversity of the group, groups should 
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produce a majority report alongside a minority report. This type of reporting model may be 

especially suitable for large collaborations where members are diverse. It would also benefit 

projects that are focused on topics where there already exists deep disagreement within a field, 

such as the case of the Many Smiles Collaboration. 

Such a publication model would have several practical upshots. Scientists can be credited 

on a paper even though they disagree with the majority results and their dissenting opinions can 

be included alongside the main results. Currently, if a scientist dissents from the majority view, 

the only recourse she has is to remove herself from the authorship list or leave the collaboration 

altogether. These departures are viewed as ruptures in the social cohesion of the group. Explicitly 

allowing for a minority report allows scientists to avoid such ruptures. 

A common objection against allowing for the public airing of unresolved dissents is fear 

of loss of group cohesion. These fears are overblown. Minority reporting is a strategy for 

managing disagreements within a collaboration. In the experience of the Many Smiles 

Collaboration, “the dissenting opinion contingency plan helped collaborators to feel confident 

that their participation would be recognized and rewarded even if major disagreements could not 

be resolved” (Coles et al. 2023). When disagreements become intractable, rather than leading to 

a rupture in the collaboration, the dissenters can write their own minority report and still be 

included in the project going forward. This process avoids bottlenecks in collective inquiry when 

disagreements among collaborators cannot be resolved. 

Minority reporting also has important epistemic advantages. For an instructive epistemic 

model of how minority reports may improve the epistemic standing of a group, I turn to an 

analogy with the U.S. Supreme Court. The court issues majority opinions, which are legally 

binding, and dissenting opinions when there exists significant divergence in views. Furthermore, 

justices may also write concurring opinions when they agree with the ruling but for different 

legal reasons (Sunstein 2014).
5
 The majority opinion alongside the dissenting opinion provides 

valuable insight into how the court has reached its decisions. The court reasonings are rendered 

                                                      
5
 For much of the American court’s history, unanimous decisions were the norm, until the 1940s. 

Today, the majority of opinions from the court are divided. Other legal systems have other 

conventions, for instance, the European Court of Human Rights requires consensus for its 

decisions. 
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more transparent by the existence of multiple opinions. It allows for the court to report on the full 

range of reasons the justices held in their judgments. 

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has been well known for her cogent dissents in her 27 years 

on the bench. In reflecting on the impact of her dissents, Ginsburg (2010) writes: “My experience 

teaches that there is nothing better than an impressive dissent to lead the author of the majority 

opinion to refine and clarify her initial circulation” (3). The minority report can help the author 

of the majority opinion be more attentive to the limits and uncertainty of evidence and more 

careful in considering the assumptions underlying their conclusions, therefore increasing the 

quality of reasoning of the court overall. 

This epistemic model of the Supreme Court which allows for majority and minority 

reports can be extended to scientific groups.
6
 In fact, from 1977 to 2013, the NIH convened 

consensus panels that explicitly adopted a “court of law” model. The NIH’s Consensus 

Development Program brought together experts to produce consensus reports interpreting the 

available evidence on contentious medical issues and to identify research gaps to guide future 

research. Over the course of the program, the Consensus Development Program delivered over 

160 consensus reports on topics ranging from the prevention of Alzheimer’s disease to the 

management of Hepatitis B. Miriam Solomon (2015) notes that: “In a 1998 talk by John 

Ferguson (Director of OMAR [Office of Management Analysis and Reporting] during the 

1990s), I also heard a specific comparison with the US Supreme Court, in which minority 

opinions are not ignored, but reported along with the majority statement” (32). Interestingly, over 

the life of the Consensus Development Program, a minority report has only been produced three 

times. 

The NIH’s adoption of the majority/minority reporting model provides a suggestive case 

study for the potential benefits of this model in scientific groups. In light of the increasing 

reliance on expert panels and scientific committees to guide policy decisions, it becomes even 

                                                      
6
 Are the majority/minority opinions of a legal court an instructive case for thinking about 

scientific groups? Yes, because we depend on the expert judgment of epistemic groups. A group 

of justices is also an epistemic group: they consider the evidence and provide reasons for their 

judgments. The court may be described, as it were, as engaging in the production of legal 

knowledge. 
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more important to consider the value of such a model for reporting group results. Epistemic 

groups need a mechanism to register dissent on issues where there exists no strong consensus. 

While the majority report should be taken with the most weight, minority reports can shed light 

on underlying reasonings and value judgments that would otherwise be hidden in a majority or 

consensus report. Zeynep Pamuk (2021) argues that scientific committees ought to issue both 

majority and minority opinions because it would contribute to making scientific committees 

more epistemically careful and more accountable to democratic norms. The possibility that 

dissenting opinions may be made public could be “a disciplining force ensuring that committee 

reports are well supported, and refrain from overstating or understating the uncertainty of the 

evidence” (87). 

Furthermore, minority reporting helps to establish a relevant contrast class, which helps 

to contextualize the majority report. Evaluators may stand a better chance of understanding the 

group's majority view if they can interpret the group’s results in the context of a minority view. 

The minority report can clarify the limits of each view and present alternative conclusions to be 

drawn from the same evidence. If our goal is to design epistemic groups to report in the most 

informative and transparent way, then we should require minority reporting as a mechanism to 

gain a deeper understanding of the state of the underlying evidence. 

 

IV. Objections and Replies 

So far, I have argued that majority reporting in conjunction with minority reporting ought 

to be adopted as a model for epistemic group reporting. However, there are several disadvantages 

and potential negative consequences to this model which need to be addressed directly. 

The discussion heretofore captures too wide a range of groups, from the IPCC and 

groups of justices to multi-site collaborations, which have different aims and therefore not 

suitable for the same treatment. The IPCC may be a particularly unique case as it is a group that 

includes non-scientists and explicitly considers political decisions around climate governance. 

We can instead narrow our attention to Working Group I of the IPCC which is the group directly 

responsible for assessing and reporting on the state of the physical science. The problem of how 

an epistemic group ought to report on its reasons and results is a general problem for all 

epistemic groups of all different shapes and sizes. Epistemic groups are special because they 

engage in collective inquiry and respond to reasons and evidence. How an epistemic group 
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reports on its results is essential for interfacing with and learning from them. The minority 

reporting model proposed here can be applied to all epistemic groups if we are interested in 

learning about the range of reasons within a group, in cases when a consensus does not easily 

emerge. 

Scientific groups can report on dissenting views in the discussion sections of their papers 

without issuing a separate minority report. Many disagreements within a group can be reported 

on to the satisfaction of the dissenters by addressing them directly in the text of the main paper 

and this may, in fact, be preferable. In the Many Smiles Collaboration, no dissenting opinion was 

necessary “because the disagreements were minor enough to be described in the main text” 

(Coles et al. 2023). Nonetheless, when a group is large and diverse, and when there already 

exists deep disagreements in the field, it is less likely that all disagreements can be resolved in 

the main paper. When a group runs into a bottleneck because members are engaged in a deep 

disagreement, rather than ending the collaboration or rupturing the collaboration, the group needs 

to have the option to write a minority report. This helps to ensure cohesion and confidence within 

a large and diverse epistemic group. Minority reporting should be used only when disagreements 

cannot be resolved in the main text. 

Minority reporting will result in fringe reporting. Minority reporting will not legitimate 

or highlight fringe issues. If a group is comprised of members who espouse fringe beliefs, then 

the group is liable to report on those fringe beliefs. As long as a group has members who are 

reason responsive and share a commitment to the truth, then the group will be less likely to 

produce fringe reports. Rather, minority reports can help scientific groups differentiate between 

epistemically responsible dissenting opinions and those that are epistemically inappropriate. 

Identifying normatively appropriate dissent is a notoriously difficult problem (de Melo-Martín & 

Intemann 2014, Miller 2021). The process of finding a minority position is a social epistemic 

solution to allow a group to distinguish legitimate dissent from fringe concerns. The group 

through collective inquiry can determine which concerns are legitimate dissents to the majority 

view and find the most cogent criticism or alternative to the majority view. Ultimately, this 

paper’s goal is not to solve the problem of misinformation or convince science skeptics. Rather 

this proposal is to appeal to a reasonable interlocutor. The goal is to provide the best group 

reporting to those who are epistemically responsible. 
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There would be a proliferation of minority reports if groups were given the option. So far 

in the cases where minority reports were allowed, proliferation has not occurred. NIH’s 

Consensus Development Program, which allowed for the production of a minority report, only 

produced three. The Many Smiles Collaboration did not need to resort to writing a separate 

minority report. Scientific norms still strongly encourage a group to come to a consensus. If 

minority reporting does turn out to be rare, it would tell us something interesting about the state 

of the scientific community. However, there is the possibility that we may end up like the modern 

Supreme Court, where minority opinions are now routine. Whether or not minority reporting will 

proliferate is ultimately an empirical question. 

Minority reporting can be captured by special interests to skew scientific results. Perhaps 

the most pressing objection to minority reporting may be that minority reporting can be 

particularly sensitive to capture by elites or special interests that seek to undermine public action 

and trust in science. Elite capture is a concept that originated from global development. It 

explains how people with more power and resources can take control of financial benefits meant 

for everyone, like foreign aid. The concept of elite capture has since been extended to describe 

how the powerful can take over political projects and control public resources like knowledge 

and attention (see Táíwò 2022). One can reasonably fear that minority reporting in science can 

be captured by elites to serve particular economic and political agendas. Minority reports may 

serve as the perfect vehicle for special interests to cast doubt on the majority report and thereby 

delay policy changes and collective action. Biased reporting of science has already been well 

documented for industry-supported research on hazardous materials, such as tobacco smoke 

(Oreskes & Conway 2011). This is a serious problem. 

While elite capture cannot be prevented altogether, elite capture can be deterred when 

there is increased transparency of the process and people involved. Minority reporting, designed 

the right way, can increase transparency. It will be crucial that majority and minority positions 

are signed and not given anonymously. Minority reporting is a mechanism for a group to share 

more information about their commitments and disagreements with the public. However, 

minority reporting may not be suitable for all groups. Minority reporting allows a community to 

present what is within the range of reasonable disagreement, but this requires that the community 

has not already been captured by special interests. On topics that are sensitive to elite capture, 

perhaps we need to design better group mechanisms to ensure that the resulting minority report is 
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not a vehicle of doubt but accurately presents normatively appropriate dissent. We would need to 

ensure that epistemic communities themselves are robust against capture. 

Finally, I have not addressed the exact form a minority report will take. Rather, I have 

explored several examples which demonstrate some important features of minority reporting. As 

collaborations proliferate, more groups will need to present their results beyond traditional 

consensus reporting. This paper has argued that minority reporting, in conjunction with majority 

reporting, should be the model for group reporting because it confers important epistemic 

benefits which can outweigh possible negative consequences. Scientific dissent is an integral part 

of collective inquiry, and scientific groups ought to be organized to recognize and manage 

epistemically productive disagreement. 
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